
Start your day with the INVOCATION 
(Watch, Listen OR Read it to yourself) 
 

Things to Do Today

Today I invite the Divine Wisdom to fill my heart and my mind

with light energy and intuitive power. 

 I am open to miracles. I am ready to follow the Angelic

Guidance. Whatever comes my way is a blessing. 

 I am open to receive it. 

I will pay attention. I will clear my mind and my body of old

karmic energy, limiting beliefs, worries, and fears. 

I am connected to my Higher Self, Angels, and Spirit Teachers. I

am a channel of powerful psychic insights and visions. 

I am protected and energized by the Divine Grace of my Spirit.

Amen 



Today's Prosperity Wisdom
YOUR ENERGY BODY AND MONEY. 

Your physical body is a system of nerves, and blood vessels. Your energy body

is a system of chakras (energy connections) and nadis (channels).  Your chakra

system reflects the totality of your physical life, your ego self, and your

spiritual presence.  7 primary chakras are located along the spine. They vary in

function, structure, and color.  Since money is closely identified with physical

survival and pleasure, it operates, for most people, on frequencies of the first

two chakras. The first ROOT charka is the extension of the Earth body. It is

associated with color red and sound L-Ah-M. The second, SACRAL chakra

represents your desire, your creative power, and pleasure. It is of the color

orange, resonating with the sound V-Ah-M. Take any physical bill, eg. $20

note (real money, please) place and hold it below your navel. With your eyes

closed visualize the color red, and sing the sound L-Ah-M. Then visualize the

color orange and sing the sound V-ah-M. Do it three times for each chakra for

90 days. This daily exercise will remove blocks to financial wealth in your

energy body.  



Today's Prosperity Affirmations
I am successful and confident. I trust the wisdom of my heart to

guide me every day to even more prosperity 

Money comes to me fo me from multiple sources in most

harmonious ways 

I am a powerful magnet for abundance 

I pay all my bills with gratitude, and I appreciate all the services

offered to me by the Universe. I am happy and grateful for all

money experiences of my life 

The Universe only want the best for me. I am ready to accept the

best. I am in the flow of abundance 

I attract magic and miracles everywhere I go 

I am a grateful child of the Creator 

I am blessed I am loved 

I am abundant 



At the end of your day  

WRITE DOWN  

Answers To THREE Questions:

1. What am I most grateful for today? 
2. What else could I do to make today a better day? 

3. What would make tomorrow a great day? 


